AFRS Universe

AFRS (Agency Financial Reporting System) universe provides pay period level information related to master account coding, including appropriation index, object, organizational index, program, project, and transaction details, as well as wage types.

- **Universe Name**: WWA EDW AFRS.unx
- **Granularity**: Pay Period
- **Data Load**: Monday – Friday, by 6 a.m.
  - Data will not be loaded during HRMS Payroll processing (Payroll day 3) or during State Holidays.
- **Facts/Measures**: Hours and amount using AFRS time dimension at the pay period level.

Sample - WWA EDW AFRS Universe

AFRS time dimensions are located in the Date folder.
AFRS Universe

Measures
✓ Amount
✓ Hours
✓ Staff Months

Headcount Measures
✓ Age (Years)
✓ Distinct Employee Count
✓ Present Appointment (Years)
✓ Salary - Annual
✓ Salary - Monthly
✓ Salary - Unit Amount
✓ Service Years (Anniversary)
✓ Service Years (Seniority)

Pre-defined Filters

DateFilters
✓ Current In-Period
✓ Previous In-Period

Other Filters
✓ Branches - Executive (EE)
✓ Branches - Executive (POS)
✓ Branches - Judicial (EE)
✓ Branches - Judicial (POS)
✓ Branches - Legislative (EE)
✓ Branches - Legislative (POS)
✓ Non-Employee Exclusions (EE)
✓ Non-Employee Exclusions (POS)
✓ Overtime Eligible (EE)
✓ Overtime Eligible (POS)
✓ Work Contracts - Non Permanent
✓ Work Contracts – Permanent
✓ Work Contracts - Seasonal

Things to Know

Secured Data
✓ Including Personnel Number and/or Employee Name in queries will restrict the results to the agency user’s Business Area. If an employee has a mid period transfer, the employee’s new Business Area may be restricted, preventing their results from displaying in the correct AFRS Agency report. To see total payroll cost do not include Personnel Number and Employee Name in the Results Objects.

Organization Hierarchy
✓ Organization hierarchy is not available in the AFRS universe.

Historical Data
✓ Wage type values in the AFRS universe will be blank for dates prior to the July 10, 2013 pay date.

Tips
✓ Add Object Code and Sub Object Code to query results when using Object and SubObject because the text in both fields may be the same, such as ‘Salaries and Wages’.

Withdrawn Employees
✓ All universes contain employee data within the Employee folder for employees with Employment Status Withdrawn. This data can be queried without measures, dates or other folder attributes.
✓ If an employee has any activity in a payroll period, regardless of employment status, they will display in the results.